
C H A P T E R  1

CONCEPTS
AND OBJECTS

Before you can begin to create applications, you must understand the
basics of how Oracle Forms thinks and the nature of its elements. By

learning the fundamentals of Forms behavior, you will understand how a
form reacts to input and instructions from your users. You will be intro-
duced to the most common objects in a Forms application, and you will
learn how to create and configure these objects.

Despite their introductory nature, all of the Exercises in this Chapter
have hands-on components so you will learn the basics by getting your
hands dirty.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

In this Chapter, you will learn about:

✔ Oracle Forms Concepts Page 2
✔ Mandatory Forms Objects Page 11
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L A B  1 . 1

ORACLE FORMS
CONCEPTS

Oracle Forms belongs to a larger product called Oracle Developer, which
has close to 20 individual components. Oracle Forms, Oracle Reports, and
Oracle Graphics are the core components of the development environ-
ment. Supporting this environment are sub-components and utilities, in-
cluding a project manager, debugger, database schema builder, and many
others. 

The primary focus of this interactive workbook is Oracle Forms. The pur-
pose of this Lab is to get you acquainted with how Oracle Forms applica-
tions (forms) work. 

HOW DOES ORACLE FORMS WORK?
In the following sections, you will learn what an event-driven model is
and how it forms the basis of event-driven programming. You will also be
introduced to items and triggers, two of the most common Forms objects,
as well as events, a fundamental Forms concept. In the Exercises, you will
get an opportunity to explore the Form Builder.

EVENTS AND TRIGGERS

Oracle Forms applications are event-driven, meaning an event occurs and
the application responds to it. An event is either an interface event, which
corresponds to a user action, or an internal processing event, which corre-

LAB OBJECTIVES

After this Lab, you will be able to:

• Explain How Oracle Forms Works
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sponds to a system action. Clicking a button, tabbing from one item to
another, and opening or closing a window are typical examples of inter-
face events. 

Validating an item is an example of an internal processing event. It is one
of the events that occurs after a user has changed the value of an item (ei-
ther by entering a new value or changing one queried from the database)
and then left that item either by tabbing or navigating with the mouse.
The Validate Item event tells Forms to make sure that the value in the
item conforms to whatever validation rules have been defined. Events are
important because they drive Forms applications. They are also impor-
tant because they give you, the programmer, a tremendous amount of
control over an application because for every event that occurs, you have
the opportunity to write code to respond to it.

The code objects that respond to events are called triggers. A trigger fires,
or numerous triggers fire, whenever an event occurs. For example, if a
user wants to close an application window on a Windows platform, he
will click the Close button at the upper right-hand corner of the win-
dow. This is an event. In response to this event, Forms fires the WHEN-
WINDOW-CLOSED trigger. You, the programmer, have written code inside
this trigger to tell the application what to do. You could have the entire
application close along with the window, or you could flash a message re-
minding the user to save his work if he intends to quit. Basically, you can
have the application do anything in response to an event.

ITEMS

The Forms interface is made up of items. Buttons, text fields (called text
items or display items in Forms), check boxes, and radio groups are typi-
cal examples of items. Items are used to present information from the
database (base-table items) or to act as controls (non-base-table items). In
other Forms books, you may see base-table items referred to as data items
and non-base-table items referred to as control items.

Most item types, like display items, are flexible so that they can be used
as base-table items or non-base-table items. 

■ FOR EXAMPLE:
You may create a display item to present information pulled directly
from the database, such as a student’s name or address. This would be
considered a base-table item because the display item is based on a col-
umn in the database. Or, you may create a display item to present the
number of students enrolled in a certain section. This would be consid-
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ered a non-base-table item because its value must be calculated instead of
retrieved from the database. 

EVENTS, TRIGGERS, AND ITEMS WORKING TOGETHER

It is quite common for an item to have a trigger associated with it, so that
when an event occurs that involves the item, its trigger will fire. 

■ FOR EXAMPLE:
You have created a base-table item in a form called ZIP that is based on
the zip column in the STUDENT table of the STUDENT schema. There is
also a ZIPCODE table in the schema that stores all of the valid Zip Codes.
When the user enters or changes values in the ZIP item in the form, you
want to validate the value she has entered by checking that it exists in
the ZIPCODE table. The following would occur:

1. The user changes the ZIP item’s value from 10011 to 07652.
2. The user presses the TAB key, which is an interface event.
3. The interface event causes a number of internal processing

events to occur. One of them is the Validate Item event.
4. The Validate Item event fires the WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM trig-

ger.
5. The code in the WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM trigger validates the

value in ZIP.

It can be said, with only a hint of drama, that this series of occurrences
represents the essence of a Forms application. In the Exercises that fol-
low, you will explore the Form Builder to discover more about items,
events, and triggers.

LAB 1.1 EXERCISES

1.1.1 EXPLAIN HOW ORACLE FORMS WORKS

Open the Form Builder. You will see a dialog titled “Welcome to the Form
Builder.” Ignore this dialog and simply click the Cancel button. 

The earlier section titled “About the Companion Web Site” explained
how to download required files from the companion Web site at
http://www.phptr.com/phptrinteractive. The
sample database and some Oracle Forms files available at the site are
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required to complete the Exercises in this Chapter and in almost all of
the Chapters that follow. Please read the entire Introduction now and
then visit the Web site to learn more about what you must download.

Also note that in many of the Exercises, reference is made to the “audit
columns.” These columns are in each table in the STUDENT schema and
are named CREATED_BY, CREATED_DATE, MODIFIED_BY, and
MODIFIED_DATE. If you are unfamiliar with the STUDENT schema,
please read the Introduction before continuing.

You will not be able to insert new records into the tables in the
STUDENT schema until after you have completed Chapter 6, “Triggers
& Built-ins.” This is not a problem because you will not be required to
insert records before then.

From the Main Menu, select File | Open and open the file named
EX01_01.fmb, which should be in the \guest\forms\exercises di-
rectory on your local machine.

In the upper left-hand corner, you will see a window titled “Object Navi-
gator.” Here, you will find a hierarchical tree that lists all of the objects in a
particular form. 

The first node on the list is Forms, under which you will see that there is a
Forms object named EX01_01. Looking down the list, you will see nodes
called Triggers, Alerts, Attached Libraries, and so on. 

Continue looking down the list until you come to the node named Can-
vases. Click the small plus sign to the left of the word “Canvases” to ex-
pand this node. The Object Navigator behaves like the Windows Explorer
with regard to expanding and collapsing nodes.

Once the Canvases node is expanded, you will see a small, colorful icon with
the word “STUDENT” next to it. Double-click this canvas icon. You have just
opened the Layout Editor and are getting a WYSIWYG view of a form. Refer to
Figure 1.1 to see how the Form Builder should look after taking these steps.

Lab 1.1: Oracle Forms Concepts 5
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a) What type of Forms object is the button labeled “EXIT”? In
Forms terminology, what is the result when a user clicks this button? 

b) If the EX01_01.fmb form were running, describe what would
happen behind the scenes in Forms if a user clicked the EXIT button?

c) By expanding objects in the Object Navigator, try to locate the
code associated with this button. What is the code called? Does this
particular piece of code have a name? What language is it written in?

6 Lab 1.1: Oracle Forms Concepts
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Canvases node expanded and the Layout Editor open.
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On the bottom right-hand side of the screen, there is a check box labeled
“Enroll Now.” Right now there is no trigger associated with this item. So, if
a user tries to change the value of the check box, no code will respond.

d) Based on the information provided in this Exercise, try to guess
the name of the trigger you would use if a user were to change the
value in the check box. If you feel up to it, explore the Form Builder
and try to find the correct name to see if you are right.

LAB 1.1 EXERCISE ANSWERS

1.1.1 ANSWERS

a) What type of Forms object is the button labeled “EXIT”? In Forms terminol-
ogy, what is the result when a user clicks this button?

Answer: The button is an item. The result of clicking this button is an interface event. 

All Forms applications are driven by responses to interface events and in-
ternal processing events. When a user clicks something, this results in an
interface event. When a user moves the cursor from one item to another,
this results in an event. When a user inserts, updates, deletes, or queries
records from the database, these are also events.

b) If the EX01_01.fmb form were running, describe what would happen behind
the scenes in Forms if a user clicked the EXIT button?

Answer: A Forms trigger would fire in response to this event. If the trigger code were
written properly, the application would exit.

c) By expanding objects in the Object Navigator, try to locate the code associated
with this button. What is the code called? Does this particular piece of code
have a name? What language is it written in?

Answer: The code is called a trigger. This particular trigger is called WHEN-BUTTON-
PRESSED. The WHEN-BUTTON-PRESSED trigger is written in PL/SQL as are all
triggers, procedures, and functions in Oracle Forms.

If you were unable to locate the WHEN-BUTTON-PRESSED trigger in the
Object Navigator, take the following steps and then look at Figure 1.2:
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1) Look in the Object Navigator for the Data Blocks node and
expand it. Remember, to expand a node, you simply click the
small plus sign next to the node name.

2) Expand the data block named STUDENT.
3) Expand the Item named EXIT.
4) Expand the Triggers node.

For almost every conceivable interface event and system event, there ex-
ists a corresponding Forms trigger. For the user event of clicking a button,
you have already seen the WHEN-BUTTON-PRESSED trigger. You will learn
about other user events and their corresponding triggers in Chapter 6,
“Triggers & Built-ins.”

As a Forms programmer, you put your own code inside a trigger. This
gives you the power to have Forms respond to any event in any way that
you would like.

8 Lab 1.1: Oracle Forms Concepts
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d) Based on the information provided in this Exercise, try to guess the name of
the trigger you would use if a user were to change the value in the check box.
If you feel up to it, explore the Form Builder and try to find the correct name
to see if you are right.

Answer: The name of the trigger is WHEN-CHECKBOX-CHANGED.

Until you become very comfortable with Forms, you will find yourself
wanting to respond to an event, but not knowing the name of the corre-
sponding trigger. In Exercise 1.1.1.d, you knew you needed the applica-
tion to respond to the changing of a check box, but you had to guess
what the trigger name might be. Of course there is a list of all available
triggers, but it is rather long. Being able to make educated guesses will
help you sift through the list to find the trigger you need more quickly. 

You will delve into events and their corresponding triggers in Chapter 6,
“Triggers & Built-ins,” but for now, here are three quick ways to find the
name of the trigger you need in the Form Builder:

1) In the Object Navigator, right-click the ENROLL _NOW item and
select Smart Triggers. This will give you a short list of trigger
suggestions.

2) In the Object Navigator, expand the ENROLL_NOW item to re-
veal the Triggers node. Double-click on the Triggers node.
A window titled Triggers will open with a list of triggers that
you can scroll through.

3) Select Help | Form Builder Help Topics from the Main
Menu. Select the Index tab and search for Triggers, alpha-
betical list of.

Forms triggers are quite different from Oracle database triggers. Forms
triggers are stored inside an Oracle Forms application, while Oracle
database triggers are stored in the database. Forms triggers fire be-
cause a user event or system event has occurred in a Forms application.
Oracle database triggers fire when there is an attempt to insert, up-
date, or delete data from an Oracle database table. 
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LAB 1.1 SELF-REVIEW QUESTIONS

In order to test your progress, you should be able to answer the following questions:

1) Oracle Forms triggers fire in response to which of the following?
a) ____ Oracle database triggers
b) ____ Interface events
c) ____ Internal processing events
d) ____ b & c

2) Forms triggers are written in which of the following languages?
a) ____ C
b) ____ PL/SQL
c) ____ ActiveX
d) ____ a & c

3) The result of clicking a button is considered which of the following?
a) ____ An interface event
b) ____ A trigger
c) ____ An internal processing event
d) ____ An item

4) Radio groups and check boxes are examples of which of the following?
a) ____ Text items
b) ____ Triggers
c) ____ Events
d) ____ Items

5) Non-base-table items can be used for which of the following?
a) ____ Insertable values
b) ____ Updatable values only
c) ____ Displaying non-database values
d) ____ a & b

Quiz answers appear in Appendix A, Section 1.1.
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L A B  1 . 2

MANDATORY
FORMS OBJECTS

In this Lab, you will be introduced to the five mandatory Forms objects:
items, canvases, windows, blocks, and modules. Items, canvases, and win-
dows are physical interface objects, while blocks and modules are logical
container objects. In the text and Exercises, you will focus on understand-
ing the individual roles of these objects and how they relate to each other.

MORE ON ITEMS
Items are the interface objects (buttons, text items) that allow Forms users
to interact with Forms applications.

“Interface object” is a fancy term for an object whose purpose is rather
simple. Put plainly, items allow applications and users to communicate.
An application can communicate with a user by presenting database data
in a text item. A user can communicate with an application by clicking a
button item.

Items are defined by their properties. Properties include physical attrib-
utes such as Height, Width, X Position and Y Position, and so on; ex-

LAB OBJECTIVES

After this Lab, you will be able to:

• Identify Items and Their Types
• Identify Canvases and Frames
• Define Base-table Blocks
• Understand Modules
• Relate the Mandatory Forms Elements
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amples of data attributes are Column Name, Primary Key, Insert Al-
lowed, and so on. By adjusting properties, you can change the look, feel,
and behavior of an item. Properties are listed and accessed in a window
called the Property Palette, which you will explore in Chapter 3, “The De-
velopment Environment.” There are two ways to adjust the properties of
items: at design-time and at run-time.

At design-time, you can change properties in the Property Palette simply
by clicking them and making adjustments. You can also use the Layout
Editor to change properties at design-time. The Layout Editor is a graphi-
cal WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) tool that lets you position
and size screen objects by dragging and dropping. You will get your first
peek at the Layout Editor in the Exercises in this Lab and then explore it
more completely in Chapter 3. 

To change properties at run-time requires changing them programmati-
cally. What that means is that while the application is running, the val-
ues of many properties can be changed by code within the form. For
example, a trigger can be written to change the Background Color prop-
erty of an item if that item’s value is negative. This is a very powerful fea-
ture because it allows you to change the look or behavior of an
application in response to what the user has done, the data that has been
returned to the form, or virtually any Forms event.

You adjust an item’s type depending on the kind of information you’d
like to communicate to users or depending on the kind of control you’d
like to give them. For example, if you’d like the user to view a value re-
trieved from the database but not have the ability to change it, you
would set the item type to display item. Or, if you’d like to give them the
ability to open another window, you may use a button item.

You can determine an item’s type in one of three ways:

1. By looking at the Item Type property in the Property Palette.
2. By looking at the item itself in the Layout Editor.
3. By looking at the icon to the left of the item’s name in the Ob-

ject Navigator.

There are 15 different item types in Forms. You will explore six of the
most important types in the Exercises.

CANVASES
For items to be visible to users, they must be positioned on canvases. Sim-
ilar to a painter’s canvas, a Forms canvas is the surface on which you po-
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sition, size, and color different objects. The parallel between programmer
and painter should end there, for, as a programmer, it is wise to rein in
your creative energy with regard to object positioning and color schemes.
A user should be able to work with an application without being dis-
tracted by bright colors or acrobatic widgets. The best-designed user inter-
faces are those that the user hardly notices.

Layout, positioning, coloring, and so on are done in the Layout Editor—
the tool in the Form Builder that gives you a WYSIWYG view of the can-
vas and its items. Canvases, like items, have properties that can be viewed
and manipulated in the Property Palette at design-time or programmati-
cally at run-time.

Graphical objects called frames are contained in canvases, and although
frames are not mandatory Forms objects, they are worth mentioning here
because they can be rather helpful in controlling the positioning of a
group of items. You can put a group of items in a frame and then set
properties for that frame which affect the entire group.

Figure 1.3 shows a typical canvas in the Layout Editor with two frames
and items of varying types.
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COURSE and SECTION frames, and multiple items.
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WINDOWS
Windows are the physical containers of canvases. This also makes them
the ultimate physical containers of all the visual objects on canvases,
such as items and graphics. As with other objects in Forms, windows have
properties that can be changed at design-time and run-time.

The windows you create for your Forms applications are similar to the
windows you have seen in typical Microsoft Windows applications. They
have titles, icons, and sizable borders. They can be opened and closed
manually by the user or programmatically by the application.

BASE-TABLE BLOCKS AND NON-BASE-TABLE BLOCKS
Canvases serve as physical containers of items. Blocks, on the other hand,
serve as logical containers of items. There are two types of blocks: base-
table blocks and non-base-table blocks. In other Forms books, you may see
base-table blocks referred to as data blocks and non-base-table referred to
as control blocks.

Base-table blocks, as their name implies, are based on a database table or
view and must contain at least one item that is based on a column in that
database table or view. If you create a block based on the STUDENT table,
at least one of its items must be based on a column in the STUDENT table,
such as STUDENT_ID, LAST_NAME, or one of the other columns. It is quite
common to build base-table blocks that include items for each column in
the base table. However, while this is common, it is not mandatory since
the block can contain as many or as few items as you’d like. 

Additionally, not all of the items in a base-table block have to be based
on columns in the table. Display items and other non-base-table items
can be included also.

■ FOR EXAMPLE:
The form in Figure 1.4 shows the layout of items from the INSTRUCTOR
base-table block, which is based on the INSTRUCTOR table. The INSTRUC-
TOR block contains items based on most of the columns in the INSTRUC-
TOR table, like INSTRUCTOR_ID, SALUTATION, FIRST_NAME, and so on. It
also contains CITY and STATE, which are non-base-table items. There are
no columns in the INSTRUCTOR table for city and state values. These are
retrieved from the ZIPCODE table using trigger code. If you were looking
at the Object Navigator, you would see that CITY and STATE are included
in the INSTRUCTOR block. They were put there because of their function,
which is to provide more information about the INSTRUCTOR record.

14 Lab 1.2: Mandatory Forms Objects
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Typically, base-table blocks are based on database tables or views. It is pos-
sible, however, to base a block on an Oracle stored procedure. This is an ad-
vanced topic that will not be covered in this interactive workbook. For more
information, refer to the on-line help in the Form Builder’s help topics. 

Non-base-table blocks are not based on any database object, nor are any
of their items. They typically contain non-base-table items such as but-
tons. Sometimes they contain display items that show non-database in-
formation, such as the time or perhaps the user’s name.

All blocks, whether they are base-table or non-base-table blocks, are re-
garded as logical because they do not have physical properties like X Po-
sition, Y Position, Height, Width, and so on. They serve a purely
functional purpose in that they allow you to group items without regard
to physical location. Therefore, you can easily perform programmatic op-
erations on a block no matter where the items in the block are physically
positioned. 

■ FOR EXAMPLE:
Figure 1.5 shows a screenshot of a running form. You can see that there
are two windows, one called Student and one called Record History.
By clicking the Record History button, the user has the option to view
the record’s history information. This form has one block that is based on
the STUDENT table and includes all of its columns as items. Some of the
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Figure 1.4 ■ Items in the INSTRUCTOR block on a canvas. CITY and
STATE are non-base-table display items in the INSTRUCTOR block.
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items are on a canvas in the Student window, while the rest of the items
are on a canvas in the Record History window.

Forms will still automatically coordinate and manage the querying and
record status of the block even though its items are not positioned to-
gether physically.

MODULES
Although “forms module” is the proper term, these objects are com-
monly referred to simply as “forms.” These terms will be used inter-
changeably throughout this workbook.

Modules are logical containers of all the objects in a form, which means
they serve as the highest-level object in the hierarchy of a single form. In
Figure 1.5, what you can see are the physical objects that are contained
within a forms module called COURSE.fmb. A typical application is made
up of a group of modules. Depending on the complexity of the applica-
tion, there could be tens or hundreds of modules.

16 Lab 1.2: Mandatory Forms Objects
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HOW ARE ALL OF THESE MANDATORY 
FORMS OBJECTS RELATED?

You have already learned that blocks contain items; items can be posi-
tioned on canvases, and windows contain canvases. In Exercise 1.2.5, you
will learn more about the relationships between objects by exploring a
form in the Form Builder.

LAB 1.2 EXERCISES

1.2.1 IDENTIFY ITEMS AND THEIR TYPES

Open the Form Builder. If you have any forms or modules open, close them by
going to the Main Menu and selecting File | Close.

Now, open the form file titled EX01_02.fmb, which should be in your
\guest\forms\exercises directory. If you cannot find it, read the infor-
mation on how to download this file and other files from the companion Web site.

a) Locate the items in EX01_02.fmb in the Object Navigator.
What purpose do items serve in a Forms application?

From the Main Menu, select Tools | Layout Editor. The Layout Editor
will open, and you will see the layout for a canvas named COURSE_SECTION.

b) There are six different types of items on the COURSE_SECTION
canvas. Identify one item for each of these six types. Can you briefly
describe each type (e.g., COURSE_NO is a text item. Text items are
used . . . )?

c) Which items have properties associated with them? Which items
in the COURSE block have triggers associated with them, and what
are the names of these triggers?

Lab 1.2: Mandatory Forms Objects 17
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d) What are two ways a Forms programmer can manipulate and
control the look, feel, and behavior of items?

1.2.2 IDENTIFY CANVASES AND FRAMES

As in the previous Exercise, have the Form Builder open to form EX01_02
.fmb.

a) Identify the name and canvas type of each canvas in form
EX01_02.fmb. What purpose do canvases serve in a Forms appli-
cation? 

b) Identify the frames associated with this canvas.

c) What is the value of the SECTION frame’s Layout Data
Block property?

d) Are there any triggers associated with this canvas? How do you
know?

18 Lab 1.2: Mandatory Forms Objects
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1.2.3 DEFINE BASE-TABLE BLOCKS

As in the previous two Exercises, we will continue working in the Form
Builder with EX01_02.fmb.

a) What are blocks and what purposes do they serve?

b) Name the blocks in EX01_02.fmb. Are they non-base-table
blocks or base-table blocks?

c) Explore the Object Navigator to determine if these blocks are re-
lated. What is the name of the relation?

d) Can a Forms user see or interact with a block? Why or why not?

e) Why does Forms need blocks at all? Why can’t items simply be
grouped by canvas?

f) Which block property would you change if you wanted to control
the order of the records returned?

Lab 1.2: Mandatory Forms Objects 19
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1.2.4 UNDERSTAND MODULES

Once again, you will complete this Exercise in the Form Builder using
EX01_02.fmb.

a) Make a list of the objects that are owned or contained by a form.
Are there any instances of these objects in EX01_02.fmb? What
are they called (e.g., Alerts - DEMO_OBJECTS; Triggers - ON-…)?

From the Main Menu, select File | New | Form and observe what happens.

b) What did Forms name the new module? Did the Form Builder
create any default objects for this form? If so, what kinds of objects
are they and what are they called?

c) Can you assign a menu to a form (module)? How do you know?

1.2.5 RELATE THE MANDATORY FORMS ELEMENTS

a) Which Forms objects contain items? Can an item stand by itself
or be self-contained?

20 Lab 1.2: Mandatory Forms Objects
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b) Where do you put an item if you want it to be visible to a Forms user?

c) How do blocks relate to canvases?

d) Can a form have more than one block? canvas? module?

e) Which objects can have triggers associated with them in the Ob-
ject Navigator?

f) Of the objects you’ve learned so far, which are visible to the
Forms user?

LAB 1.2 EXERCISE ANSWERS

1.2.1 ANSWERS

a) Locate the items in EX01_02.fmb in the Object Navigator. What purpose do
items serve in a Forms application?

Answer: Items are the interface objects that allow a Forms user to interact with a
Forms application.

To locate the items, take the following steps in the Object Navigator:
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1. Expand the Data Blocks node. You will see two blocks,
COURSE and SECTION.

2. Expand the COURSE and SECTION blocks. You will see three sub-
nodes beneath each block: Triggers, Items, and Relations.

3. Expand the Items node. You will see a list of the items that be-
long to this block.

b) There are six different types of items on the COURSE_SECTION canvas. Iden-
tify one item for each of these six types. Can you briefly describe each type?

Answer: COURSE_NO is a text item. Text items are used to display database data or
derived values in characters, numbers, or a mixture of both. Users can navigate to a
text item and edit its value.

COST is a radio group. Radio groups are used to present a series of mutually exclusive
choices to the user. One value is always selected.

SECTION_ID is a display item. Display items are used to display database data or
derived values in characters, numbers, or a mixture of both. Users cannot navigate to
a display item and edit its value.

LOCATION is a list item. List items are used to display a drop-down list of choices to
the user.

AUTHORIZATION is a check box. Check boxes have two states, checked and
unchecked. Very often they are used when the value must be either Yes/No, On/Off,
Accept/Decline, etc.

LIST is a push button. Push buttons are used for many different things, but usually
they initiate some kind of action like a query, save, exit, show list, and so forth. Push
buttons are usually referred to simply as buttons.

As described in the Lab, there are three ways to determine an item’s type:
you can look in the Property Palette, the Object Navigator, or the Layout
Editor. The Property Palette will give you the surest answer because it
shows the actual name of the item type, while the Object Navigator and
Layout Editor show graphical representations of the item’s type.

As you may have already realized, the Object Navigator, Layout Editor,
and Property Palette are synchronized. So, if you select an item, or any
object for that matter, in the Object Navigator, its property list will ap-
pear in the Property Palette and it will be selected in the Layout Editor.
By the same token, if you select any object in the Layout Editor, its
properties will also appear. 

There are other item types in Oracle Forms, but the six identified are the
most common. There are some rules of thumb for choosing item types,
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but in general, item types and their uses are pretty straightforward. In
Chapter 5, “Items,” you will learn how to create, edit, and manipulate
different items. You will also learn when it may be appropriate to use one
item type over another.

c) Which items have properties associated with them? Which items in the
COURSE block have triggers associated with them, and what are the names of
these triggers?

Answer: All items have properties associated with them. AUTHORIZATION has a
WHEN-CHECKBOX-CHANGED.

Not only do all items have properties, but all other types of objects cre-
ated in Forms have properties also.

d) What are two ways a Forms programmer can manipulate and control the look,
feel, and behavior of items?

Answer: A programmer can manipulate and control items at design-time by manually
editing them in the Layout Editor or by adjusting their properties in the Property
Palette. Items can also be manipulated at run-time by changing their properties pro-
grammatically with triggers or procedures.

Using the Property Palette and Layout Editor at design-time are obvious
and rather easy ways to manipulate non-base-table items. You will learn
more about how to use these tools in Chapter 3, “The Development Envi-
ronment.” Controlling items programmatically at run-time is a bit more
complicated, but also extremely powerful. For example, you may want to
have the application change the color of an item depending on its value.
Let’s say that you want to color the SECTION_ID red for all classes that
are overbooked, meaning the enrollment is greater than the capacity. You
would do this programmatically by writing a trigger that uses Forms
built-ins to check enrollment and capacity, then change or SET the color
of the SECTION_ID for the overbooked courses. You will learn how to use
triggers and built-ins to change properties at run-time in Chapter 6,
“Triggers & Built-ins.”

1.2.2 ANSWERS

a) Identify the name and canvas type of each canvas in form EX01_02.fmb.
What purpose do canvases serve in a Forms application?

Answer: The canvas name is COURSE_SECTION. It has a canvas type of content. Can-
vases are the physical surfaces upon which items are positioned, sized, and colored.

By now you should be accustomed to looking in the Object Navigator
and Property Palette for answers. Both would have told you that the can-
vas name is COURSE_SECTION.
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Canvas types were not discussed in the Lab, but you probably guessed
that, like items, a canvas’ type can be found in the Property Palette. There
are four different canvas types: Content, Stacked, Toolbar (vertical
and horizontal), and Tab. For the first couple of Chapters, you will work
only with content canvases. Canvas types are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 8, “Canvases and Windows.”

b) Identify the frames associated with this canvas.

Answer: There are two frames, COURSE and SECTION, associated with this canvas.
To find them, expand the COURSE_SECTION canvas. You will see a node called
Graphics. Expand the Graphics node and you will see the two frame names.

c) What is the value of the SECTION frame’s Layout Data Block property?

Answer: The SECTION frame’s Layout Data Block property is set to SECTION.

Again, you should have been able to find this easily by selecting the SEC-
TION frame in the Object Navigator or Layout Editor and then looking at
its properties in the Property Palette.

By setting the Layout Data Block property to SECTION, you are telling
Forms that you want all the items in the SECTION block to be within the
SECTION frame. If you add items to the block later on, they will automat-
ically be laid out in that frame. 

Frames can be either annoying or helpful in that they will automatically
adjust the layout of a group of items even if you don’t want them to. To
see this illustrated, take the following steps:

1) Open the Form Builder to form EX01_02.fmb. Open the Lay-
out Editor.

2) Select the PREREQUISITE item and drag it outside the COURSE
frame.

3) Select the COURSE frame and drag it slightly to the right.

You will see that, after dragging the frame, the PREREQUISITE item was au-
tomatically repositioned back inside it. There will be cases in which you
will want to intentionally drag items outside their frames or otherwise
manually position items yourself. To prevent a frame from automatically
updating the layout, set the frame’s Update Layout property to Locked.

d) Are there any triggers associated with this canvas? How do you know?

Answer: No, there are no triggers associated with this canvas. In the Object Navigator,
there is no Trigger node under Canvases.
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Canvases never have triggers directly associated with them. The only ob-
jects that can have triggers associated with them are items, blocks, and
modules. Item, block, or module triggers can affect canvases, but triggers
cannot belong to, be contained by, or be owned by canvases.

1.2.3 ANSWERS

a) What are blocks and what purposes do they serve?

Answer: Blocks are logical containers of like items. Blocks fall into one of two types,
base-table or non-base-table.

A base-table block is based on a table and its items are based on the columns in that
table. In a non-base-table block, the items are not based on any objects in the database.

b) Name the blocks in EX01_02.fmb. Are they non-base-table blocks or base-
table blocks?

Answer: There are two blocks named COURSE and SECTION. They are both base-
table blocks.

c) Explore the Object Navigator to determine if these blocks are related. What is
the name of the relation?

Answer: Yes, they are related. The relation is named COURSE_SECTION. The rela-
tion object is under the COURSE block’s Relations node.

Relations are similar to joins in SQL queries in that they allow you to join
or create a relationship between two blocks. In Forms, this is called a
master-detail relation. In the form EX01_02.fmb, the relation COURSE_
SECTION has COURSE as the master block and SECTION as the detail block.
For each COURSE record returned, Forms will return and display the corre-
sponding SECTION records. Master-detail forms are very common, and
you will learn more about them in Chapter 4, “Master-Detail Forms.”

d) Can a Forms user see or interact with a block? Why or why not?

Answer: No, a user cannot see or interact with a block. Blocks are logical containers,
not physical ones, so they are not displayed to the user.

Examples of physical objects in Oracle Forms are items, canvases, win-
dows, lists of values, and alerts. These objects are physical because they
have physical properties such as Height and Width, which make them
visible to the user. Blocks do not have any physical properties to make
them visible. Blocks do not need physical properties because their pur-
pose is functional and perhaps sometimes organizational. 
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e) Why does Forms need blocks at all? Why can’t items simply be grouped by canvas?

Answer: Because sometimes it is convenient to perform operations on a logical group
of items rather than on a physical group of items. 

f) Which block property would you change if you wanted to control the order of
the records returned?

Answer: You would change the Order By property.

1.2.4 ANSWERS

a) Make a list of the objects that are owned or contained by a form. Are there
any instances of these objects in EX01_02.fmb? What are they called?

Answer: The list is displayed in the following table:
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Object Instances

Triggers ON-CLEAR-DETAILS
WHEN-NEW-FORM-INSTANCE

Alerts DEMO_OBJECTS

Attached Libraries None

Data Blocks COURSE
SECTION

Canvases COURSE_SECTION

Editors None

LOVS None

Object Groups None

Parameters None

Popup Menus None

Program Units CHECK_PACKAGE_FAILURE
CLEAR_ALL_MASTER_DETAILS
DEMO_ALERT
QUERY_MASTER_DETAIL

Property Classes TABLE_ITEM_PROMPT_ALIGNMENT

Record Groups None

Reports None

Visual Attributes None

Windows COURSE_INFORMATION
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From the Main Menu, select File | New | Form and observe what happens.

b) What did Forms name the new module? Did the Form Builder create any de-
fault objects for this form? If so, what kinds of objects are they and what are
they called?

Answer: Forms named the module MODULE2 (the number may be different for you).
Forms created a window called WINDOW1.

Whenever you create a module in Forms, it is named MODULE# by default.
This is also true for how Forms initially names all objects you create.
Whenever you create a new form or module, Forms creates WINDOW1 by
default. A single module can have multiple windows. 

c) Can you assign a menu to a form (module)? How do you know?

Answer: Yes you can. Each module object has a Menu Module property.

So far you have only explored single forms. A typical Forms application
will be made up of many forms. It is common to employ a menu system
to control all of the forms that make up a single application. Menus are
built in the Form Builder and then assigned to forms using the Menu
Module property. In Chapter 13, “Forms Menus,” you will build your
own menu using the Form Builder and a tool within it called the Menu
Editor.

1.2.5 ANSWERS

a) Which Forms objects contain items? Can an item stand by itself or be self-
contained? 

Answer: Blocks contain items. No, an item cannot stand by itself. It must be contained
by a block.

b) Where do you put an item if you want it to be visible to a Forms user? 

Answer: You put an item on a canvas if you want it to be visible to a Forms user.

c) How do blocks relate to canvases?

Answer: Items from a block can be positioned on a canvas, but there is no direct rela-
tionship between blocks and canvases themselves.

This means that at no time do you specify that a block is on a certain can-
vas. Nor at any time do you specify that a canvas belongs to or is owned by
a certain block. 
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d) Can a form have more than one block? canvas? module?

Answer: Yes, a form can have more than one block and more than one canvas. How-
ever, a form can only have one module.

Remember, “form” and “module” are interchangeable terms, so the latter
part of this question was a bit deceiving. However, it does help to illus-
trate that a module (form) is a single application component that cannot
be contained or owned by any other application component. It can, how-
ever, be associated with other form or module components as you will
learn later on.

e) Which objects can have triggers associated with them in the Object Navigator?

Answer: Forms, blocks, and items can have triggers associated with them in the Object
Navigator. 

Other objects, such as alerts and canvases, can be controlled and manipu-
lated by triggers, but only modules, blocks, and items can have triggers
associated with them.

Later, as you work more with triggers, you will find that they are sometimes
referred to as form-level triggers, block-level triggers, or item-level triggers. 

f) Of the objects you’ve learned so far, which are visible to the Forms user?

Answer: Canvases, frames, windows, and items are visible to the user.

In passing, you have learned about alerts and lists of values (LOVs),
which are also visible to the user.

LAB 1.2 SELF-REVIEW QUESTIONS

In order to test your progress, you should be able to answer the following questions:

1) All but which of the following are physical objects?
a) ____ Buttons
b) ____ Canvases
c) ____ Items
d) ____ Blocks

2) Which two of the following are logical containers?
a) ____ Frames
b) ____ Blocks
c) ____ Radio buttons
d) ____ Modules
e) ____ b & d
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3) Blocks are contained by which of the following?
a) ____ Modules
b) ____ Triggers
c) ____ Canvases
d) ____ Nodes

4) Canvases are best described as which of the following?
a) ____ Physical surfaces for laying out items
b) ____ Logical structures similar to a painter’s canvas
c) ____ Associated with one frame
d) ____ Containers of windows and items

5) Which of the following is not a type of item?
a) ____ Check boxes
b) ____ Text items
c) ____ Java Beans
d) ____ Frames
e) ____ Buttons

6) Which of the following are owned by modules?
a) ____ All objects
b) ____ Forms
c) ____ Only canvases
d) ____ Items in the master block

7) How can you manipulate properties?
a) ____ In the Property Palette
b) ____ In the Layout Editor
c) ____ Programmatically
d) ____ All of the above

8) Which of the following is true of base-table blocks?
a) ____ Can be related to each other
b) ____ Are owned by canvases
c) ____ Are indirectly related to canvases through frames
d) ____ a & c

Quiz answers appear in Appendix A, Section 1.2.
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C H A P T E R  1

TEST YOUR THINKING
This Chapter is introductory, so this section contains only one question. In future
Chapters, you will complete projects in this section that will review the skills you
learned in the Labs for the Chapter. The projects will usually involve creating or modi-
fying forms. It is important to complete these questions as you go along because the
files you create in one Chapter will often be edited or updated in a later Chapter.

1) Which columns in the STUDENT schema might be suitable candidates for radio
group items? list items? display items? check box items?
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